Portraiture: Exploring Mixed Media
Joshua Werner

Session One: June 6 – July 17
classroom code: ART-S1-148

Learn Mixed Media and Painting Techniques from an Industry Professional

Joshua Werner is a professional designer, illustrator, author, and actor. He’s worked on such popular characters and licensed properties as Vampirella (Dynamite Comics), Deadworld (IDW Comics), Transformers (Hasbro/Paramount/Michael Bay), Sherlock Holmes, Dracula, War of the Worlds, Warlord of Mars (Dynamite Comics), Night of the Living Dead (official trading card set for George Romero), The Wicker Man, Doctor Who, and others. He is currently doing freelance artwork for Marvel Studios. He does artwork for bands, movies, books, trading cards, comics, and more through his freelance design company As Fall Leaves Illustration. His uniquely styled paintings have been on display in multiple galleries, and can often be found adorning a multitude of products.

Join instructor Joshua Werner as he shows you his step-by-step process of creating a unique portrait while using a variety of mediums in conjunction with acrylic paint. Students will learn texture techniques, utilizing cut paper in layering techniques, using markers and color pencils, and wet and dry brushing techniques as well as learning the basics of painting a portrait with acrylic paints. The end result will be a nicely rendered portrait painting that “thinks outside the box” and is unlike any other!

Believe it or not, little-to-no drawing experience will be necessary to take this class!

Tuition: $95

DVD Option: Yes
Kit Option: N/A